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Advice from the Registered Dietitian Moms at Health Stand Nutrition Consulting 
It's Your Health - Take a Stand!
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Bites from Andrea

10X Better Health Expander
by Andrea Holwegner, BSc, RD President, Counselling Practice Director & Nutrition and
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by Andrea Holwegner, BSc, RD President, Counselling Practice Director & Nutrition and
Wellness Expert

What does 10X better health look like? 
I just got back from my quarterly meeting in Vancouver with my entrepreneur group
Strategic Coach. One of the thinking exercises that our coach had the group do was what
was called the "10X Mind Expander™." The goal was to visualize and articulate a bigger
and substantially larger future (with respect to freedom of time, finances, purpose or doing
what you love).

As an advocate of thinking in small steps to achieve a goal, what I liked about this exercise
is that it pushed me out of my comfort zone to think BIG. Something really interesting
happens when we think 10 times bigger and better rather than just a little bit better or twice
as good. The ability to stretch our thinking pulls our mind in an exciting direction.

I've been thinking about how this type of thinking may be helpful with respect to health. I've
been percolating what 10X better health looks like for me and come up with a few new
health goals for myself related to my journey with mindfulness meditation, road cycling and
culinary training.

What does 10X better health look like to you? 
Think about all aspects of your health from a physical (such as nutrition, fitness etc), mental,
social, spiritual and emotional aspect. I would love to hear your thoughts on the blog (or
drop me a personal email here). 

Post your thoughts on the blog 
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#ThingsNutritionistsLike

Sparkling Water Maker
by Andrea Holwegner, BSc, RD 
Despite being a dietitian and knowing the importance of drinking enough fluids each day, I
often struggle to get enough fluids into my day. For some of my favourite strategies on how
to drink more fluids if you are not a water lover check out this previous article I wrote here.

One of the ways my hydration has improved is by switching to sparkling water in the
evenings when I get home from work.

5 healthy additions to consider adding to your sparkling water for flavour:

Read More

Meal Planning for the Working Mom or Dad 
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Meal Planning for the Working Mom or Dad 
Watch nutritionist Andrea Holwegner discuss meal planning on Global Calgary TV 

Healthy eating habits for time-crunched parents

Why is meal planning time well spent? 
Meal planning can:

Keep your budget in check
Optimize your heath
Reduce food waste
Eliminate meal time stress
Minimize time spent thinking about what to have for dinner

How can I make meal planning faster and easier? 
Once per week on your lunch hour or in the evening plan the week. Think of meal planning
in 3 steps: 

Read More
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#BackToSchool: Our Top 3 Back to School Tips

by Andrea Holwegner, BSc, RD

26 Ideas for a Healthy Back to School Lunch 
Get kids excited about their lunch and start the school year off right with some of these
nutrition packed ideas Read More

Bento Box Lunches 
Bored of sandwiches? Both kids and adults will love the diversity and benefit of a bento box
themed lunch. Read More

5 Kid-friendly Breakfasts for the Car or Bus + 5 Speedy Breakfasts for Home 
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5 Kid-friendly Breakfasts for the Car or Bus + 5 Speedy Breakfasts for Home 
Role modeling is key when it comes to healthy eating habits. If you skip breakfast, don't be
surprised when your kids start to pick up this bad habit over time. 
Read More 

'Peanuts and Pulses' Summer Salad Recipe
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